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A.l'<NOUNCENENTS 

Errorp .iJl ~Jl: Iss-:!.22. In the Noyember-December, 195/+ :[;3s;:e the 
second sentence in the first paragraph at the top of pg. 130 r:hottlr·· ·oe 
changed to read as fo)~01-TS: m,fith the exception of three cases ·· t'le 
SEB, EZ_, and NPR. - the estimates of these thre9 observers e\t ,;j_dl11y ~:epa
rated stations \lere Hi thin one whole number of each other.'' 

J~ranslation 2f Important Paper Qll :t1.1,Q ~')rig\.11 of' the .!.!11Jl.OJ: Orator~~ In 
1953 Hr. A. Paluz!'e-Borrell of Barcelona published :tn the SpB.1rlsh journal 
~a very important and detailed mo~1og··aph •.::iti1 the ·;·.itl,1 11:0'nmaci6n 
de los crateres lunares.n In a trllly definitiV<'l troatrr:ent of the pr~')J.(i,; 
of' tho origin of the lunar surfacE forrnations H.r. Falu2:Le discussr:-:s ?.11 
the different theories. He have recently l•"JEtr!led fron our Spanish r~ol
league that his treatise ic being translated 'from Spanish i:n+,c Enp,l~ s:1 
th.rouc;h the kind offices of Nr. Patrick Moore, Etlglish lunar a,-,d planr;" &.<Y 
student and author. He are glad to pass th}s welcome nAWS along tc em· 
readers; the translation \·r:i.ll certainly be eagerly m1aited by Er;t~lis>·· 
reading astronomers inte,·ested in the moon. 

Yamamoto QPJ!ervator'i> Beginning u:l.th the year 1955 the nr..:Jie of the 
Tanakami Observatory >:>.t Ksatsu, Sh.ie;a-·ken, .Tapen •rill be changed to t!ce 
Yamamoto Observat.on i:~ h.onor of its fotmd€r. Hr. Tsuneo Sa}:<;JkJ, th<' 
liars Director of the Orient.a1 Astronomicvl Association and a cc~ltributcr 
to this periodical, has r:ndo many very detailed nnd lovely dra1crlngs of l.!"''fl 
with. the 18-inch r.eflector of the Yamrunotc Obsarvatory. vre underctn.n.d 
thnt this teleseope is the largest in J·apml. 

Eoun:tain Area Amateur ~ronomer 1 s Cor!f,9~· The D(Ynv·or Ar:-,t:cc:.ao'::.icc:l1 

Society is ~lponsorlng a mcetins of a-rna:r1eur astronomers in thB Rocky 1 ~.!: .. t:ni~!d ;:;:_; 
on the campus of tJ·;e l;niversH.y of Denver on Sertenber 9-11, 1955,. ;::,vera: •. 
lectures by professionaJ. astronomars are prmtised; but In adr1.ltim1 SLID.te".\T 

pape:·~.:•s !~bov.t telescope making_, ob::.:o·,:v:tnr; r)ro,jcc+,;s, ar~tronot!lical :?hcd./.:J~·:~caphr:i ~ 
astronautics, a"!d the like are inv:i.ted. Headqllarters Hill be at t.Jo Chn.~--
berlin Observatory, \hose 20-inch refractor v:Ul be available for oJ·,,_,\or;r;',;o.J;. 
He suggest that interested persons \-J!':it<e to this address: Conference G::>D
mittee, Denver AstronoJaicaJ. Soeiety, Chamberlin Observntory_. i!nivn.·::1ty c>t' 
Denver, Denver, Colorado. 

Southern Stars. Such is the title of the offidal pericc'ic~u. Gf' th.'' Royol 
Astronomical Society of Nev Zealand, Carter Observatory, Kelburn, 'tJell inf,ton, 
New Zealand. Scutherr; Stars is published four t.im"s a year as an nc.tractive 
printed periodioo1 of a.bout 20 pages, similar in size to our strolling, A::;trom-
!!!l:!L· Through the kindness of tr.e Editor, l·b:'. K. D. Adn.ms, we havf! r"ceivee 
old issues of Southern Stars back to the year 1')47. FcU.'ided in 1920, t'.e 
Royal Astl;ronomical Soeiety of llfm Zee~>:md i<: di v:i.clf":l i:J.to sections some;:h:~t. 
like the British Astrnnomical AssociatSon. S•J .. i:jc•cts discussed in recent 
issues of Southern !ilillr2. include lunar· and rlanetury observing notes, ~ A 
Scientific Consideration oi' Flying Saucer Reports" (of the validity cf vhich 
the author is very dmibtful), the Nagell~nio Clouds, comets, some exre:r:L~onts 
in lunex photography, and Ne11 Zevland observations of the transit of ::erc11r;'f 
on November 14, 1953. He are stu•e that many A.L.,P.O. members would enjoy 
readinG Scuthern ~· 

Addit.ionf!. to ~ of Volume Z1J22ll of The Q!;rolli'1.[!; ~stronomer. :t:r, 
Hmmrd G. Allen caUs attention to so!ile Ol!lissions from his index published 
on pp. 12-17 o:~· our January-February, 1955 issue. These additions should 
be 1m.do: 

SA'l'URN - Discussion of llihat Needs to be Done - Ap:r. 53 
Obser•ro.tions Other t.h>m in Report .. 1ia:r. 4'J, 44; 
Ileport of, in 1953 - Aug, :t:U,* , ll5*. 116, ll7 
Sate1lHes - Nac;nitudes ·- Aug. U6, 117 

Titan :nen' .l onod - Oct. 11.6 
TransJtu, C, N., 1-laldq; of - Apr. 53 

SUN Observatiom1 - Aug. 112, H), 114 
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Sunspots and Jovian Spots, Statistical Notes on - Nov. 155, 15$, 
159, 161 

As before, the references to Volume 7 are by both month and page; and 
asterisks are used to indicate the presence of one or more draw.l.ngs on 
that page. 

by Thomas A. Cragg 

Reference should be made first to the previous report •Interim Report 
- Saturn Bef'ore Opposition"! Yhere the general nomenclature and des
cription of details are treated. This report contains cbief:cy additions 
to, and more complete inf'ormation concerning, that report. 

Additional observers contributing to the material used here are: 
Robert Adams, Neosho, Mo. 
Walter Barber, Atlanta, Ga. 
Dr. James c. Bartlett, Jr., Baltimore, Mi. 
Richard M. Baum, Boughton, Chester, England. 
Phillip Budine, Binghamton, NeY York. 
Ed\lin Gilmore, Allentow, Pa. 
A. P. Lanham, 5\lindon, Wilts., England. 

New·York Amateur Astronomers1 
Helene Calamaras 
Eugene A. Lizotte 
E. P. Wallner, Jr. 
(submitted through the courtesy of Edgar M. Paulton, 
Chairman Observing Group). 

Clyde H. Ray III, Waynesville, N.C. 
Tsuneo Saheki, Osaka, Japan. 
Henry P. Squyres, El Monte, Calif'. 

~ 2! :!1M I!!!:Y.. 

Southern Portion of .!l!!JJ,: Avigllano confirmed Cragg's earlier observations 
of the STB on May 3 lFig. 1) and June 3 {Fig. 3). This feature continued 
to be dif'ficult because of' the dark background. Almost all. observers agreed 
that the southern portion of the ball continued its darkish appearance. 

~: The EZ f'aded gradua.lly after opposition, subnitting to the outer 
portion of Ring B as the brightest part of the Saturnian system. Ranck 
and Lanham have seen f'estoon-like features crossing the EZ generally 
terminating in the EB and occasionally continuing to some area under the 
ring. Apparent further confirmation of these features \laS made by Avigliano 
and Westfall, though they saY them as very dusky Yidish streaks (Fig. 1) • 
Cragg has seen dusky edges to the f'aint elliptical clouds occasionally seen 
in the EZ but he hesitates to call these f'estoons. 

The large bright clouds which Yare largely absent during the f'irst part 
of' the apparition began making their appearance again in the EZ, but not 
as many as in 1953. These clouds Yare all very transitory and so Yare un
suitable for good rotation rates. Recently Bartlett and Cragg apparently 
agree that the darkening of' the limb is so much greater in the EZ than else
Yhere that it of'ten presents the appearance of' a bright cloud on the CM. 
One must be careful of this effect when recording bright clouds on the CM 
in the EZ. 

Jm: Avigliano, Cragg and Ranck observed this f'eature· and their obser
vations indicate a variability of' intensity in the EB. Around May 3 for 
a short time (Fig. 1) and f'or a longer period near June 1 the EB \laS quite 
prominent. Some small concentrations or knots Yare observed \~here a 
festoon terminated on the EZ • 

.Nm: During the latter pert of' the apparition the t\ro components of 
this belt were not alwys seen. The NEBn on some occasions \laS a very 
thin belt and sometimes apparently disappeared. Humps, on the south 
edge of the NEBS cbief:cy, and spots in the belt were observed by most of 
the contributors; but again they were too transitory f'or good rotation 
rates. Ebtamples of this are illustrated by ~estf'all's untiring ef'f'orts 
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Figure 1. Saturn 
D. P. Avig;Liano 

}~ 3,1954. ~ ~. u.T. 
8-inch reflector. 325X, 480X. 

Seeing fairly good. 
Sky very clear. 

Figure 2 A. Saturn 
J. E. We~fall 

May 16, 1954. 4 2om, U.T. 
1,-inch refractor. lBOX, 36oX. 

Seeing poor. 
Transparency poor. 

Fir~n ·z; 2 B. Saturn 

J. E. West~ali 
~~y 19, 1954. 4 0 , U.T. 

4-inch refractor. lSOX, 36oX. 
Seeing poor. 

Transparency poor. 

Figure 3. Saturn 
D. P. Avigliano. 

h m 
June 3, 1954. 6 45 , U.T. 

I.mrell Observatory 
24-inch refractor 

at apertures of 12 to 17 inches. 
310X, 540X. 

Seeing fairly good. Sky very clear. 

in securing drawings an integral nlllllber of rntatio'l.S apart ( sho;dng the 
same side). }.~ 16 and May 19 are examples figs .2A and 2B). It appears 
that micr~cmeasures are the only kind suitable for good rotation rates 
with such transitory spots. Good measures in several places as the 
feature moves across the disc are usable. Transits of a number of these 
dark spots were made chiefly by Bartlett and Lanham, but few if any spots 
were recognizable upon their return. 

The flne structure of the NEB was studied by !l.vigliano on June 3 vith 
the 24-inch refractor at the Lowell Observatory usine 12" to 17'' diaphragms 
(Fig. 3). One may ,.fish to compare this uith Cragg 's view 1.rith the 6o-inch 
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on Mt. Wilson.2 On several occasions in the past Cragg has remarked a 
dark central core down the middle of the belt resemblillg an absorption 
spectral line. 

Genei"al.:cy the color of this belt has been a reddish brown, but a blue
gray bas been observed also. Bartlett, Cragg, and Moore made color estim
ates of this feature in 1954. 

Em: The NTB was dralm by most observers. On several occasions it was 
found double by Ranck and possi~ by .b:igliano. One must be careful not 
to confuse the NNTB as part of the possible duplicity of the NTB. ~ 
the apparition a few faint spots were observed, but never recovered. 
Again, with mic:rometr:l.c measures of these transitory spots we lll!ey' get enough 
leverage on them to mske a rough check on the spectroscopic period in these 
latitudes. 

~~ This belt may have inm;eased slightly in darlmess during the latter 
part of the apparition, but it remained a difficult feature. More observers 
found the belt during the last part of the apparition than during the first 
part. (There were also more observers after opposition 1 1) 

m: All observers mention seeing this region quite dark during the 
whole apparition• Bartlett observed it as a blue-gray and Moore as a green 
most of the time. It will be interesting to see if the NPR gets as dark 
as the SPR was around 1942. At that time Saturn looked almost like a 
"flat-topped ball.• 

The last part of the apparition found the shadow of the ring on the 
ball south of the projected ring ellipse and the shadow of the bal1 on the 
ring on the east side of the ball. All observers seeing the shadows placed 
them correctl:y. 

Av.igliano was one of the observers to tackle the problem of how close 
to opposition the shadow of the ball could be followed. The results are 
inconclusive though, since he followed the shadow up to April 26 but did 
not then recover it until Ma;y s. Opposition w.s on April 26, msking the 
interpretation of' the observations rather dif'ficult. It would be well 
for more observers to try this observation since it yields a clue as to 
the limit of' v.isib:Uity of' 1.1,near detail, which is quite different from 
the Dawes Liluit of' resolution. 

The shadow of' the ring on the b8n. bas been covered rather completel:y 
in recent articles 1, 4 -so farther elaboration here seems pointless. 

Bicolored ~ This illUsion has been mentioned from time to time 
by several people over recent years. The ef'£ect is that one side of' the 
ring-a;m seems redder than the other at times. ~· H. Haas and F. Brinck
man were among the first to note this difference, but later Bartlett was 
the most frequent contributor to this problem. A moment's refiection 
immediatel:y rules out all COIIIIIIonl.y known phy'sical phenomena save refraction 
in the optics or an illusion of' sorts. No real conclusion has been pre
sented, but recent work by Bartlett gives rather convincing evidence that 
it is an illusionary phenomenon. 

Relative Brightness ~.~: Almost all observers felt that the 
outer portion of' Ring B was by f'ar the brightest part of' the rings, though 
several drawings by Ranck indicate the bright portion nearer the center oi" 
Ring B (if' the Recorder interprets the drawings correctly). The innermost 
portion of' Ring B was quite dusky:· most of' the time. 

Av.igliano noted that the outer part of Ring A w.s darker than the inner 
part of' Ring A several times, Encke's Division being the dividing line. 

Ring C (the Crape Ring) was seen by most of' the observers against the 
b&ll but in the ansae by fewer. 
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Rine D was positively con.firr.1ed this apparition by Avigliano, Cave, 
and Cram; (rrll ob.~erving it in t>e ansae) 1-r'·ile most of the contributors 
salT evidence of RinG D eros sin:; the ball. 4 

Divis:l,.Q.11§.: Casimu r s was observed clear around the observable portion 
of ~he rine by most observers; yet there Here one or two uho failed to 
see it ! TI1is is one of the true space-gaps so is really quite black. 
Enclo;. 's Division 1.ras seen by many observers and most placed it in the 
center or slight-ly touard the outer part of !line A. Cragg on occasion 
found this division the thinnest :immaginable line. No. 3 ;ras split in 
two on two occasions by AvigliatJ.o {Fig. 3), thus confirming Cave 1 s and 
Grage's view of several years ago.6 This is an exceedingly difficult 
task, but should be looked for when excellent conditions prevail 1rith 
large instruments, In an excellent vielf (No. 3 single) A"V-lglia:1o shm-md 
the division slightly inside the outer border of the inner dusky shading 
on Ring B. Almost everyone has considered it as the outer border of this 
shading up to now. 

No. 4 was observed by Avigliano, Cave, Cragg, Ranck, and Saheki. Earlier 
observations claimed this division to be a true space-gap, but large aper
tures Hith fine conditions are required for dependable results. No.5 is 
fairly easy 1.rhen Ring C is prominent. However, Avigliano, Cave, and Cragg 
;rere the only ones seeinG it this apparition. No. 6 in the Crape Ring 
was observed by Cave and Cragg only, but definitely by those two. It is 
another division visible only uhen Ring C is seen easily. 

All six divisions recognized by the A.L.P,O. were observed this 
apparition by at least t\.ro observers. TI:lree new dipsions were observed 
by members of our group also. As mentioned earlier , Cave found a divi
sion in Ring C betJ.Teen Nos. 5 and 6 but remains unconfirmed at present. 
Cave also fotmd a division outside Encke 1 s on RinG A, also unconfirmed, 
but it sho11s on Lowell's drm-lings in 1915.7 Encke's Division has been 
recorded as double before. Indeed, LoJ.iell has three divisions listed in 
Rint A. The third neu division is very nea::- the center of Ring B and vias 
observed by Cragg, Lenham, and Ranck (>Then usine; a 30-inch refractor ! ) . 
Touard tLe end of the apparition Crae;r•; felt that this division was easier 
than No.s.4 and 6. Since three observqs saw this feature, one tends to 
feel tl1at it should be listed as a confi=ed division. As yet, its number 
hasn't been assigned (No, 7 seems a likely choice). 

As new cUvisions are found, the existine: numbering system becomes 1~ore 
cumbersome. The disadvantae;es of renamir..g or renulnbering the division<' 
are nU!llerous. Sugc;ested solutions to this problem >Till certainly be 
J.ielcomed and considered. 

Satellite observations \-lore continu.C'd by P. A. Noore but little nore 
could be gained. Caution should be exerted in using Titan ~s nafnitude 
G.O in satellite estimates, for 9.4 seens more to the point. Arrain, 
magnitude estimates are much better Hhen made \lith a variable star sequence 
(or uith a photometer). In 1956 Saturn >Till pass near several variable 
star fields on the A.A.v.s.o. lists, uhich offer an excellent onportunity 
to do valuable uork on the satellites. 

The Recorder uishes to thank those uho Dade a special effort on Saturn 
in 195/,. It was gratifying to see the response. 

1. "Strolling Astronomer" Vol. 8, Hos. 3 & 4, p. 29. 
2. "Strolling Astronomer" 

' 
Vol. 8, Hos. 3 & 4, p. 30, Fl;. 2 

3. "Strolling Astronomer" Vol. " '' Ik·::;. ~ 
f_; /~.· ·~) .. .:c. 

4. "Strolling Astronomer" Vol. " l!on. q [_- 10. p. 102. 
' 

(_)!I 

1). "StrolJinr; Astronomer" 
' 

Vol. 4, Eo. l, p. li. 
6. "Strolling flstrononern 

' 
Vol. 2, Ho. 5, p. 4. ,., 

'· "Hemoirs of tl:.e LC\re11 Cbnervatoryn, I, No. II, PlatE> II, 1915. 
s. 11 3troJlinf' Jt.stronone:r" 

' 
Vol. 7, :·Io. 8, p. 117. 



by Robert G. Brookes 

Foreword. The Interim Reports on Jupiter are being changed, to a certain 
extent, from the way they uere uritten last ar>pari tion (1953-54). About 
half the space alloted is being used for drauings, uhich will allow two 
to three times as l!lB.!'.Y drawings to be used ~lith each Report. ~le feel 
that this change is desirable since the ~ajority of the reports received 
from observers consist of full disk drawings. A series of properly 
chosen drawings will convey more information to the observer than >rord 
descriptions. We hope that you like and approve our ideas and we •1ould 
appreciate receiving critical colllt:'<ents about the Reports. 

Observers. This Report covers the period of time from August 15, 1954 
to February 1, 1955. Durine this period reports were received from the 
following observers: 

Leonard B. Abbey, Jr. 
Robert M. Adams 

w. F. Barber, Jr. 
P. w. Budine 
Thomas A. Cragg 
Jack Eastman 
Walter H. Haas 
AlanP.Lenham 
Philip R. Lichtman 
Toshihiko Osawa 
Owen C. Ranck 

Clyde H. Ray III 
Ellner J. Reese 
Vdlton Rosenkotter 
Frank SUler 
Steadman Thompson 
John E. Westfall 

Telescope 

6 & 30*in. rens. 
4.3-in. refr. 
lO-in. ren. 
6-in. ren. 
3.5-in. ren. 
lOOJl!n. ren. 
6-in. ren. 
12.5-in. ren. 
9-in ren. 
S-in. ren. 
6-in. ren. 
4-in. refr. 
3.5-in. ren. 
3.5-in. ren. 
6-in. ran. 
10-in. ren. 
5-in. ran. 
6-in. ren. 
4-in. refr. 

Decatur, Ga. 
Neosho, No. 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Binghamton, N.Y. 
Mt. Wilson, Calif. 
~Bnhattan Beach, Cal. 
Las Cruces, N.M. 
Swindon, Wilts.,England 
Washington, D.C. 
Osaka, Japan 
Milton. Fa. 

~/aynesville, N.C. 
Uniontown, Fa. 
Pierce, Nebr. 
Richmond, Texas 
Columbus, Ohio 
Oakland, Calif. 

* 30-inch Gassegrain reflector at Bradley Observatory, Decatur, Ga. 

** 100-inch reflector at Mt. Wilson Observatory, Calif. 

Description 

The first reports received of this apparition indicated that the SEB 
had faded considerably from its conspicuousness during the previous 
apparition (1953-54). Generally speaking, the Gia..TJ.t Planet remained 
rather quiet as regards activity observed in the belts; however, there 
was some activity in the autumn when the aspect of the Red Spot area 
changed from that of the Hollow to that of the Spot. From around mid
JanlllU'y onuard the EZ showed signs of being disturbed, very much so on 
some occasions. The colors s<'en on Jupiter remained rather faded and 
ili.conspicuous as has been the case in recent years. The northern. hemi
sphere usually displayed the most color, the NEB dominating uith deep red 
and brown tones. 

Belts. The NEB remained the most prominent belt with the STB and SEB 
following, first one and then the other being t~e more conspicuous. In 
order of their decreasing conspicuousness the belts usually recorded 
uere: NEB, SEB and STB (about same), !ITB, SSTB, and NNTB. 

A fraenentary EB vras observed on several occasions by Abbey, Rancl{ and 
Westfall (Figures 6 and 12). On ,Tanuary 29, 1955, 0:45 U.T.,Cl·IJ. 155°, 
using the 30-inch reflector at Bradley Observatory, }~. Abbey definitely 
saw a thin band west of the CM in the EZ at the right latitude for the EB. 
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Figure 4. Jupiter. 
L. B, Abbey, Jr. 
6-inct re~. 

Aug. 30,1964• 8 3Qm, U0T. 
C.M.1= 192 , C.M.2: 162 • 

Seeing fairly good, 
Sky very clear. 

Figure 6, Jupiter. 
J, E. '1/est fall . 

4-inch refr. 180~to 720X, 
Oct. 23, 1~54. 12 om, U.T. 

c.M.1 = 203 • c.H.2 .. 120°' 
Seeing a~d transparency rather poor. 
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Figure 5. Jupiter. 
J. E. Westfall . 

4-inch refr. 180X, J60X. 
Sept. 19, 1954. 1oh Jam, U,T, 
C,H'l = 181 o. C,l'-,2 : 358° 

Seeing poor. Sky clear. 

Figure 7. Jupiter. 
F. SUler . 

5-inch refl. 2g1Xn 
Oct, 31, 1954. 10 d, U, T. 

C,J.l,1 : JlJO • C,l·!,2 : 170°. 
Seeing rather poor. Sky very clear. 

Figure 8. Jupiter, 
T. Osawa. 

6-inch refl. EJOX. 
Dec. 2, 1954. 1S0 1om~ U.T. 

C,Ji,l = 26~. C.H. 2 = 370. 
Seeing fair. Sky very clear. 



Zones. The NTrZ was usually recorded as being the brightest zone. 
The EZ was considerably duller than during 1953-54 but on occasion it 
became very bright. There was considerable festoon activity in the 
EZ. The long-enduring brighter sections of the STeZ are being observed 
regularly. The aspect of the STrZ and STeZ are very well shown on 
Reese 1 s drawing of January 8, 1955 (Figure 13) • Mr. Reese. who has kept 
a very close watch on the STeZ's long-enduring bright areas, wrote as 
follows: lfThe three long-enduring bright areas in Jupiter's South Temper
ate Zone remain very prominent objects. The longitudes (II) of these 
areas at opposition on January 15, 1955 were: 

A 7'3° D 2/.,.6° 
B 155° E 270° 
C l~ F 52° 

[The above letters correspond to the letters on Figure 13J 
Their avel'@-ee rota~ion period between December 13, 1953 and January 15, 
1955 was ~ 55m 11.4 ~ich corresponds to a westward drift of 21.4 degrees 
every 30 days relative to System II. The bright areas continue to de
crease in length; however, since 1950 they have been fairly stable in 
this respect." During 1940 the average lengt;h of' the bright areas was 
93°, decreasing to 29° by 1950 and to ~ by 1955. 

!h!!, .!l:!l§. ~ ~. The aspect of' this area changed from that of' the 
Hollow to that of the Spot in the Fall of' 1954. Elmer Reese followed 
this change in some detail and observed the Spot to develop in a most un
usual manner. There follows a complete resume of Mr. Reese's observations: 

On September 2, 1954 Mr. Reese observed a large bright oval in the STrZ 
extending from lcmgitude (II) 263° to 285° which appeared to be the RSH 
(Figure 1.4 a). On October 25, 1954 he ~sin observed the bright oval 
extending from longitude (II) 261° to 286 • On this date he also observed 
an elliptically shaped dusky mass extending fran longitude (II) 278° to 
301° following the bright oval (Figure 1.4 b). The dusky mass resembled 
the RS but since it followed the Hollow by some rf' it seemed unlikely that 
it wa8 the Spot. However, on November 8, 1954 Mr. Reese observed the 
RS area completely devoid of' the Hollow Ybile the trJ was clearly seen as 
a dark tan ellipse from longitude (II) 276° to 301 (Figure 1.4 cH 1-h-. 
Reese commentst "This is very puzzling. Either the bright oval center
ed near 274° (II) on September 2 and October 25 was not the Hollow or 
else the Spot and Hollow are not necessarily coneentric. (Observers have 
frequently reported the Spot to be slightly displaced relative to the 
Hollow, but never by as much as 1 ~ !) " 

The longitude (II) of' the "bright oval" observed by Mr. Reese on Sept
ember 2 and October 25, 1954 was very near the longitude one ~rould expect 
for the RSH from its drift during the previous apparition. Thus it would 
not be an unsafe conjecture to say that the a bright oval n was the Hollow, 
and undoubtedly the •dusky elliptical mass• following the "bright oval" 
was the RS; subsequent transitiJ of' the RS will support this conclusion. 
If' substantial evidence supporting Mr. Reese's observation is forthcoming, 
then there will have been established, beyond doubt, one of' the most un
usual phenomena of' the RS area that has been observed since the diseovery 
of' the Spot itself. 

Obseryations ~ Comments. We have received t'WO photographs of' 
Jupiter taken by Philip R. Lichtman during the period covered by this 
Report. Mr. Lichtman, using a telescope of' only 8 inches aperture, 
has secured some photographs of' excellent quali~ for such a small aperture. 
One taken on January 5, 1955, 3:24 U.T., CMj_ 59 , CM:2 13'1' is very good. 
It shows the following belts in the order of' their decreasing conspicuous
ness: NEB, STB, SEBs and SEBn (combined), SSTB, a broad double NTB, and 
NNTB (?). The photograph also shows a bright area east of' the CM in the 
STeZ that is possibly the bright area B - C of Figure 13. This photo
graph was taken in white light. The other photograph, ~ile not showing 
as many beltst, is also 'Zery good. It was taken on January S, 1955, 5:45 
U.'l'., ~ 259 , ~ 3ll • The belts shown in the order of' their decreas
ing conspicuousness are the NEB, SEBs,and SEBn, STB, NTB (broad but not 
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Figure 9. Jupi tar. 
L. B. Abbey, Jr. 
6-inch ran. 225X. 
Dec. 21, 1954. 3h 30ID, U.T. 
c.M.1 = 212°. c.M.2 = 42°. 
Seeing fairly good. 
Sky very clear. 

Figure 11. Jupiter. 
o. c. Ranck. 
3.5-inch ran. 9~. m 
Jan. 24, 1955. 22 50 ,u.T. 
C.M.l: 173°. C.M.2 : 970. 
Seeing rather poor. 
Sky clear. 

Figure 10. Jupiter. 
T. Osa.m.. 
6-inch ran. h m 
Jan. 18, 1955. 13 25 , U.T. 
C.M.1 • 320°. C.M.2 : 293° . 
Seeing rather poor. 
Sky clear. 

Figure 12. Jupiter. 
o. c. Ranck. 
4-inch refr. l20;t. 
Jan. 31, 1955. Qfi ~~ U.T. 
C.M.l • ~. C.M.2: 325° . 
Seeing good. 
Sky clear. 

Figure 13. Sectional Drawing of SEB, STrZ, STB, STeZ, and SSTB of Jupiter 
by Elmer J. Reese on January 8, 1955 . 6-inch reflector, 3201. 
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double as on January 5), and SSTB (?). Aside from the NEB the nont. 
proninent object on tr~s photograph is the RS. There is a dark con
densation follmdng the RS and the RS Bay is apparent in t he SER. 
The ~hotograph nl':ows a tilting of the major axis of the R.S t o '.;he plane 
of Jupiter's equator by about 10° in a south-preceding - north follm·r
ing direction. This photograph was taken in blue light (Kodak Wratten 
47 filter). 

John E. Hestfall observed a rather rare satellite phenomenon on 
January 11,., 1955, 5:15 U.T., 39 hours before Jupiter reached opposition. 
Mr. Westfall observed the shadow of JI to be partly obscured by JI it
self. Such a phenomenon can occur only if the transit occurs •ri thin 
approximately 56 hours of opposition for JI decreasing to about 17 
hours for JIV. For JII, JIII and JIV it is further necessary that the 
zenocentric declinations of the Sun and of the Earth be very nearly the 
same at the time of opposition • 

.) .(~~ " I I 

• 
l. .'1 

J_],, 2h; 1.- I 

I I I 
<liJ 

I 

Figure 14. Three Sketches of Red Spot 
- Red Spot Hollow Region on Jupiter by 
Elmer J. Reese -with a 6-inch Reflector. 

~ 

c 

Figure 15. Lunar Straight l~all 
and Vicinity. Charles F. Capen, 
Jr. Lowell Observatory 24-inch 
refr. at 15 to 20 inches of aper
t~e. 240X, 580X. April 1,1955. 
3 offi- 6h 53m, U.T. 
Colongitude: 11°.5-13°.5. 
Seeing bad to fairly good. 
Sky very clear. 

THE STRAIGHT WALL FAULT- SCARP 

by Charles F. Capen, Jr. 

The Lowell Observatory 24-inch refractor -.ras employed for the lunar surface 
drawing of the straight Wall fault-scarp as seen at lunar sunrise (Figure 15). 
lolratten Filters Nos. S, 12, 15, 21, and 57 were used as aids in eliminating 
irradiation and heightening surface contrasts. 

The Straight Wall has a light edge bordered by a narrow black shadovr 
opposite to the Sun, which i s to the left or west. It lies behreen the crater 
Birt on the right and the crater Thebit on the lef t. The Straight Wall f ault 
is some sixty miles in length and about five hundred f eet high. I t 1.ras once 
mistaken f or an artificial work; 'Whence came its name 11Rai h ray 11 • The cres t 
of the cleft is not unil'orm in 'l'llight, which is indicated by t he varying widt h 
of the shadow at sunrise. SUbsequent observations show it to be a fault-.scarp 
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in the surface plain of an old submergence crater, This old pr~ 
crater can only be seen eas:i.ly "'hen the sun is low; the above draw:!.ng was 
made with the terminator on the very right (east) ed~ of the ~av:!.m:;. 
This same region was observed on April 2, 1955 from 2 15m to 5 2~, U,T, 
at colongitude 23°.3- 25°.0 using a 2/3-inch Cave erfle ocular giving a 
58° field for appearance of the surface features under different lighting 
conditions and in order to check the previous night 1 s drawing for surface 
object positions. As can be seen in the drawing, many small craterlets, 
rills, and clefts were recorded within this region. 

According to J, E. Spurr's Geology API?lied to Selenology, the Straight 
Wall fault-:scarpwas formed after the cooling of Hare Nubium, with its 
upthrow on the west. Traces of it~ extension, or a closely parallel one, 
can be noted on the Hell-plain floor approximately one hundred miles to the 
south and in line with the fault-line. To the west of the Straight Wall, 
the smooth surface does not appear to be that of Mare Nubium lava, but 
completely melted down "lunarite11 • To the east of the fault-l'lcarp is the 
mare lava; however, the fault-scarp is not the ·exact dividing line between 
the remelted area and the original ~lava. This distinction between 
the two components of the surrounding plain region can be noted under higher 
lighting conditions than those for Figure 15. The Lick Observatory photo
graph, phase 10.35 d~s, shows the dividing line, 

~ 1954 -~ ON OOLORS 

by D. P. Avigliano 

The many color reports on Mars that were received from our observers 
along with some excellent colored drawings has, happily, made possible this 
brief report on Hartian colors in 1954. 

The normal well known color of the Maria of Mars might be described as 
grey-green, blue-green or greenish, some observers seeing more blue in a 
given Nare, some more green and some more greyish shades, varying with the 
different observers. The desert regions of Nars usually appear to most 
observers as various shades of yellow-orange. }bst of the following results 
were obtained from the work of more than one observer in each case and allow
ance was made as much as possible for the observer's individual color sensi
tivity, The period covered by the following color reports is from Narch to 
October, 1954. 

Colors in the Maria, 
Margaritir;r Sinus - normal blue-green tone to most obser~ers. 
Mare Eyrthraeum - normal blue-green to most observers, 
Aurorae Sinus - normal blue-green to most observers. Possibly more 

greenish than other similar areas. 
Bosphoros Gemmatus - normal blue-green to most observers. 
Hare Sirenum - very probably more bluish before July, 1954 and a more 

normal Maria tone afterwards. 
Trivium Charontis and Cerberus I - very dark and grey, nearly black 

at times, 
Nare Tyrrhenum - normal blue-green before July, 1954 and more grey

green afterwards. Traces of brownish or purplish 
in July and August, 

Syrtis l1ajor - The dark N. part of this area was quite bluish most of 
the apparition. In late June and early July a confirmed 
change of color in this area to black was noted, the area 
then becoming normal by later July. The S. portion of 
the Syrtis Hajor re>.mained a more normal blue-green tone, 

Sabaeus Sinus - normally a darkish greenish-grey but on June 19 and 20, 
1954 a confirmed change to a hrown.i.sh or lavender tone 
was noted, Its tone was more normal by July. The 
l1eridiani Sinus was slightly darker than the arm of the 
Sabaeus Sinus. 

The N. Haria regions - The predominant color of the Umbra, Utopia and 
)/,are 1\.cidalium regions was a more neutral grey. 
Blue tints were observed on occasions in Utopia 
and th; Mare Acidalium, 
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Regarding the most interesting color changes in the Sabaeus Sinus 
and the Syrtis Major Mr. Clyde 'W. Tombaugh -writes: "In 1950, the Sabaeus 
Sinus vas lavender or magenta, very similar to this year at opposition. 
Syrtis !fcajor seems to have a habit of turning black at some oppositions. 
It did so in 1939." Tombaugh also comments on the difference in the vivid 
colors of the s. Maria compared to the more. drib colors in the N. Maria: 
·• I interpret the difference to the climate of the t'Wo hemispheres. The 
sunnner of the s. hemisphere occurs very near Martian perihelion; whereas 
the sunnner of the N. hemisphere occurs near aphelion, and it is too cold 
for the low form of vegetation to grow well." 

~ and oasis f.l..Q12r,. Most of the time the canals and oases were seen 
as a neutral grey tone. At times certain of the more prominent canals 
and oases showed a greenish color similar to the s. Maria, among them the 
Solis 1., Lunae 1., Tithonius L.and the Propontis areas. Several of the 
canals and oases were blackish, among them the Agathodaemon, Casius, 
Juventae F., Ceti L., ~alas L. and Hebes L. 

The Nodus Laocoontis -~ Palus development - This region was 
usually seen as grey in tint, as also was the Thoth-Nepenthes. In early 
July, 1954 a dusky greenish was seen in this development. 

ll!!!. .§.. l!.!1l!s: l!!!t1:!i l!!n.9: - The dark band thcat surrounds the s. polar cap as 
it diminishes during the Martian s. hemisphere spring and sunnner was reported 
by most of our observers as bluish in tint. These bluish tones in this 
fea"tur~r were reported from late June to early October, 1954. The dark exten
sion starting from the melt band and running along the Yaonis Fretum (called 
the 11Hellespontis now") when well seen partook of the dark blue of the band. 

In general the s. Maria showed more vivid coloring at the earlier part 
of the apparition and they became duller in the following months during "Which 
time they broke up into finer detail. 

The following observers contributed most of the material on the foregoing 
Maria colorst J. c. Bartlett, Jr., C. F. Capen, Jr., T. R. Cave, Jr., 
S. Ebisswa, W. H.. Haas, T. Saheld., C. 'W. Tombaugh and D. P • .lviglia.nO. 
Special mention of the color Tmrk done by Clyde w. Tombaugh and Charles F. 
Gapen, Jr.ahould also be made here, Tombaugh sul:mitting some truly excellent 
colored drawings of ltlrs. We are indeed indebted to these observers for 
their work on Martian colors. 

Colors m .:!il!.!l. ~. The desert regions of Mars were noted in the 
i"inest views to show many varymg tints from white-yellow to i'ull orange. 
Some of the desert regiEmS are known for showing white at times, due possibly 
to frost. It is these "frost• regions thcat we will now discuss. 

~ - Normally the color of this i"amous region, llhen well seen, is a 
somellhat brighter and lighter orange-yellow than the surrounding desert regions. 
At times the region is seen as "White or whitish, the whitening being noted 
most orten in the Martian morning or evening when Hallas is on the limb or 
termine.tor. of the Martian disc. Due to the many fine reports received on 
this area it has been possible to show in the following table the "Whitening or 
this region in 1954 in relation to the Martian seasons. 

Feb. 5 to 
June 16 

June 17 to 
July 24 

l:i!rlian s. 
haaisphere 

.uY2!l 

mid winter 
through 
late winter 

early spring 

Percentage of observations 
receiyed showing the co1or 
of Hell.as at Martian morn
ing or mning as1 

Perceptage of obseryatigns 
received shgwing the color 
of Hallas at Martian mid
S!.'L.ruu. 

During these dates Hallas appeared to the majority 
of our observers as either part of the extended s. 
polar cap or undefined in shape. 

During these dates Hallas appeared to the majority 
of our observers as dull or dusky and of an 
undefined shape. 
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Terrest:!,8!. 
~195!,} 

YJBrtian S1 

hemisphere 
seaso.Q 

Per_centw~ of ob:oervations 
received shm~s:!: 
of llellas at Hartian 
morning or evening as: 

rerc:-.~n"tE!!;7LJ?f c!_:t:_se}·vc~~~;.rLc 
re eei ved sho~iir~.c ___ ~~~Q... __ ~<~·J£I'-
ol Hellas at 1',1artia.n 
mid-day ..!l:§l. ---

Normal Whiti§h or )lormal Whitisl1 or 
\.Jhite - 1-Jhite--

July 25 to mid 
Oct. 6 spring 20% 80% 45% 55% 

Oct. 7 to late 
Nov. 10 spring 100% 20% 80% 

The increased whitening of Hallas (lasting at times through Martian noon) 
as the l-lartian s. spring advances \lill at once be apparent, See !<!r, 
Tombaugh 1 s comment under the discussion of Nix Tanaica, We wish to thank 
the following observers from whose work this table on llellas was prepared: 
Abbey, Bartlett, Budine, Capen, Cyrus, Hake, Herring, NcClelland, Osawa, 
Saheki, Suler, Tombaugh and Avigliano. 

Tempe and Nix Tanaica - Here we will list the occasions in 1954 that 
either of these areas was seen as brighter or Ybite. 

April 2, Nix Tanaica weak and white. 
April 7, Nix Tanaica white at Nartian morning; this white dissipated 

later in the Martian forenoon (Tombaugh). 
April 7, Nix Tanaica very bright white on limb (Capen). 
Aprill4,Nix Tanaioa brilliant white near limb (Saheki). 
July 21, bright Yhite limb area in following portion of Tempe (Saheki). 
October 24, Tempe (partly on limb) was bright Ybite (Bartlett). 

-----

In April and ~ Tombaugh reports considerable haze actiVity over Tempe, 
In April, May and June Tombaugh also reports that frosts over Nix 
Tanaica were frequent in early morning or late afternoon Martian hours. 

Here we will insert another cOIIllllent by Clyde Tombaugh. In speaking of 
Nix Tanaica he statest •This area always Ybitens in exactly the same place. 
Its general appearance and manner of dissipation suggest that this area, 
250 to 300 miles in diameter, is a plateau on which hoar frost is precipi
tated during the Martian night, This white area dissipates gradually between 
two and three hours after Martian sunrise. The Nix Tanaica, like the 
Elysium, exhibits this phenomenon several nights in succession, and at other 
times not at all. The conditions for this phenomenon to occur must require 
a certain degree of cold and an appreciable amount of precipitable water 
Vll.por in the region. • It might be well to bear 1-lr. Tombaugh' s last sentence 
in mind when considering the Hallas whitening also. 

El.ysium and Albor. 

April 18, slight Ybite on Elysium near terminator (Tombaugh), 
May 31, Albor bright (Cragg). 
June 2, frost area covering Elysium near limb (Capen), 
June 30, Alber bright white near limb (Haas). 
July 3, Elysium whitish near terminator (Haas). 
July 15, Alber appeared yellowish-white near C.N. (Saheki). 
Aug. 7, Alber whitish near C.M. (Avigliano). 
Aug. 9i Elysium Ybite near terminator (Haas). 
Aug, 1 , Albor whitish near terminator (Haas). 
In April, May and June Tambaugh reports that frosts were frequent 
over Elysium in l'artian early morning and late afternoon hours, 

Other desert regions. Certain of the other desert regions appeared 
consistently much lighter yellow than their bordering desert zones; among 
these we should note the areas of ~' the region N. of the Sabaeus 
Sinus extending to the Typhon, Edom, Deucalionis Regio, the s. part of 
Aram, Candor and Tharsis. Persistent cloud action over the latter two 
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r,;ARS - 1954 

OBSERVER: C.F. CAPEN, JR. 

* WRATTEN FILTERS NOS, 8,12,15,21,2~A,25,57,64,~8A & 47 USED 

r-----

1 

APRIL 2, 06:1~ MST 
24" RFT. AT 18" E.A. 
~lOX AND ~9~X 
,CM 6~0 01~9'95 
De 0° D 9~8 

MAY 20, 04:00~ST 
9" AND 12" RFLS, 240X 
AND ~OOX, AMBER FTRS, 
CM :502° 0164~5 
De -~~6 D 16~5 

JUIE 10 00:00-01:00 
MST. 24,,12" & 7"RFTS. 
292X,~lOX & 540X,FTRS.* 
CM 720 01760 
D49 -195 D 20~0 
ON JUNE 10 THE 24" RFT. 

2 
APRIL 7, 0~:45 MST 
24" RFT. AT 1611 E.A. 
240X 
OM ~41 ° 0142° 
De -190 D 10:4 

MAY 26, 0~:15-04:10 
MST, 24• RFT, AT 22" 
E.A. 520X FTRS0* 
CM 241° OH67, 5 
~ -~95 D 17:5 

\ 
' 

3 
APRIL 8, 06:00 MST 
24" RFT. AT 21" E.A. 
~lOX AND 240X WITH 
FTRS~* CM 59 
014295 De-1~0 Dl0:4 

6 

~E 2, 01:00-05:00 
MST, 24" RFT. AT 15" 
E,A, ~lOX & 540X 
FTRS.* CM 156° 
0171?5 Dl-2~5 Dl8~8 

9 
JUNE 12, 00:15-00:50 JUNE 24, 00:00-01:25 
MST. 2411 & 12" RFTS, MST. 2411 RFT, AT 18• 
292X TO 540X, FTRS.* E.A. 210X & ~lOX. 
CM 440 0177° CM 305° <:>184° 
ij~EDlA~ lO,D'l'~Ol_~n E.A. De +190 D 21~6 
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r::.ns - 1 354 

0!3SEiiVl':li : C S. Cf.FJ,l! , JH . 

JUNE 25 00:45-03:15 
MST, 241. RFT. AT 12" 
E.A,298X & 5" RFL,230X 
FTRS.* CM 291° 
~184~5 DeT1~0 D 21~6 

\__A 

~- ' 
JULY 26, 00:10-00:45 
MST. 7" RFT, 298X 
FTR.S.* 
CM 12° 0203% 
n. +4c;5 D 20:1 

AUG, 9, 20:40-22:30 
MST, 24" RFT, 310X-
420X FTRS.* 
CM 1880 <1>212° 
~'t-490 D 18~1 

-I 

h i 
L I 

1>~1(~/· 
JULY 5, 00:00-01:10 
MST. 24" RFT. 400X & 
12" RFT. 294X, FTRS,·:~> 
CM 2og0 0190?5 
D$+2.5 D 21~8 

/ 1 r· ..... (~ 
~) 

5 

JULY 27, 20:30-21:10 
MST. 7" RFT. 298X 
FTRS.,~ 

CM 3060 c<l204° 
D~ +4C:5 D 19~9 

I 

( ~~ 

v~ . 
\ 1) 
~/ 

8 

3 -------------~ 
JuLY 22~23, 22:30-
01:10 MST. 7" RPL,106X 
212X,318X. FTRS.* 
CM 31'?3 0201° 
De +4 ?5 D 20~3 

( 

6 

AUG. 6, 
MST. 7" 
FTRS.* 
CM 252° 
n.-t-4'?0 

9 

' \ 

;; 

22:40-23:50 
RFL. 298X 

(1)210° 
D 18~4 

I 

j,'l 
// I 

AUG. 15, 21~00-22:15 SEPT . 10, 20:30-21:30 
MST. 9" & 12" RFLS, 12"RFL, 432X, 6"RFr, 
250X & 450X, AMBER FTR, 288X 
CM 150° G215?5 CM 184o 0232° 
D6+3'?5 D. 17~6 De -195 D 13~9 
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iVillRS - 1954 

OBSERVER: D.P. AVIGLIANO 

B" RFL, 325X 
NEUTRAL DENSITY FTR. 
CM359° 0159<?5 
D& -3<?8 D 14 :~ 

JUNE 3, 10:10 U.T. 
24" RFT. AT 12" E.A,J.IOX• 
WITH YELLOW FTR~.~10X 
CM 164° ~172':':>\!E40ll 
De -2<?5 D 1a~9 

1211 , 220X 
'IRATT~ #25 RED FTR. 
CM M2. 5 0 203<?5 
D$ +4% D 19~97 

. 
290X & 325X, RFL 
N~TRAL DENSITY FTR. 
CM 275° e 164<?4 
D8 -3<?7 D ~6~5 

MAY 25, 07:45 U.T • 
6 11 RFT, 215X & 321X 
,NEUTRAL DENSITY FTR. 
CM 2090 C!ll6ao 
ne -3?4 D 17~4 

JUNE 11, Oa:15 U.T. JUNE 12, 07:30 U.T. 
a" RFL, 325X & 4aOX a• RFL, 325X 
NEUTRAL DENSITY FTR. NEUTRAL DENSITY FTR. 
CM 65° e17695 CM 44° 017791 
De -195 D 20~2 De -193 D 20~3 

a• RFL, 325X 
iYRATTEN #25 RED FTR. 
CM 2a4° e 1a6"3 

a" RFL, 325X 
WRATTEN #25 RED FTR. 
CM 233° E> 1aa0 

De +195 D 21~a D$ +290 D 21~87 
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J,IARS - 1954 

OBSERVH:R: D.P. AVIGLTANO 

JULY 9, 05:55 U.T. 
8" RFL, :525X 
WRATTEN #25 RED FTR. 
CM 142° 0 192~7 
D$ +:592 D 21 ':7 

JULY 15, 06:00 U.T. 
8" RFL, :525X & 480X 
WRATTEN #25 RED FTR. 
CM 990 0196~:5 
D$ +:5<?9 D 21':3 

5 

8"RFL, :525X 
WRATTEN # 25 RED FTR. 
CM :520 0 19993 
De T4f:l:5 D 20':8 

JULY :50, 04:50 u.T. 
12" RFT, :500X 8" RFL, :525X 8" RFL, 
WRATTEN # 25 RED FTR. WRATTEN #2:5A ORANGE-RED WRATTEN 
CM 3:50° 0 204<?1 CM 297° 0 205'?:5 CM 219° 

::50 U.T.-
325X 
#25 RED FTR. 
0210~2 

D4:1+4<?5 D19~8 D•+-4% D19':6 Dtl}+4~2 D 18~4 

AUG. 10, 03:45 U.T. 
8" RFL, :525X 
WRATTEN #25 RED FTR. 
CM 181 o 0 212o 
D<&i400 D 18':1 

AUG. 21, 05:40 U.T. 
12" RFT, :500X 
WRATTEN # 25 RED FTR. 
CM 10§0 0 218?9 
D$ +2,7 D 16~4 
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AUG. 24, 0:5:20 U.T. 
6" RFT, :518X 
WRA TTEN # 25 RED FTR. 
CM 44° 0 22097 
D$ +2<?2 D 16':0 



regions may have played a part in making them appear lighter. See f'urther 
the report on Clouds, Obscurations and Light ~eas ~rhich appeared in the 
Sept.-Oct., 1954 issue of The Strolling Astronomer and forthcoming reports. 

[Full pages of Hars DraHings. Mr. Avigliano is kindly sending us a 
number of full pages of drawings of !1ars in 1954 by different observers. 
The first of these appear on pages 3!!, 39, 40, and 41; and others will 
folJow in future issues. These drawings were not originally prepared 
for The Strolling Astronomer, and some of the abbreviations may need to be 
explained. Here RFT. means refractor, and RFL. means reflector, E.A. means 
effective aperture; it is the practice of the Lowell Observatory to employ 
the 24-inch refractor at less than its full aperture. Filters (FTRS.) were 
often employed by the two observers whose work is presented here, It will 
be noticed that Hr. Capen's observations are reported in MolU1tain Standard 
Time rather than in Universal Time. C.M. means central meridian of longi-
tude. The symbol0 is the areocentric loneitude of the sun, so chosen 
as to be 1!!0° at the vernal equinox of. the southern hemisphere. The symbol 
D$ is the Hartian latitude, plus when north, of the center of the disc. 
D is the apparent angular diameter of the planet. - Editor.] 

~OBSERVATION IN THE_ -'PHIL=.;;;,;IP...;;.P..;;;;INE=S 

We have been pleased to receive several photographs of the total eclipse 
of the sun on June 20, 1955 from Mr. Hans Arber, P.O. Box 125, Hanila, 

Figure 16. 
4-Inch Refractor at Private Observatory 
of Hans Arber, Hanila, Philippines. 
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Philippines. An enlargement of 
one of his photographs is shown here 
as Figure 17, and the 4-inch re
fractor with which he took it is 
shown as Figure 16. Mr. Arber 
vorked in collaboration with Pro
fessor Waldmeier of the Swiss 
Federal Observatory at ZUrich, 
Switzerland and Dr. Rosario, Direct
or of the Philippine Weather Bureau. 

J.tr. Arber writes that he obtained 
eight corona exposures of good 
quality with the 4-inch refractor 
and also took 100 feet of !l mm·film 
with a 2-inch telephoto lens from 
first contact until a few minutes 
after totality. Heavy clouds then 
covered the sun, and last contact 
could not be observed. Hr. Arber 
thinks that exposures of one-tenth 
to one-half of a second with the 
!,.-inch refractor ~rould have shown 
the solar prominences. He had some 
of the comic-tragic experiences that 
beset observers of eclipses; the 
shutter jammed for a moment on some 
time exposures, and the darkness of 
the eclipse was so unexpectedly great 
that it was necessary to take precious 
time to find a flashlight.· Neverthe
less, he feels that his long and care
ful preparations for the eclipse were 
well rewarded. 

Students of the sun may wish to 
compare Figure 17 to the photograph 
of the eclipse on June 30, 1954 in 
our July-August, 1954 issue. 



Our Philippines colleague invites comment from other A.L.P.O. members 
about his work on this eclipse. It seems to us that his photographs of 
the corona deserve much praise. 

Figure 17. 
Photograph of the 
Total Solar Eclipse 
on June 20, 1955. 
Taken by Hans .&rber, 
M!.nila, Philippines, 
with a ~inch F: 15 
Refractor. 4h z!!, 
U. T. Royal Pan 
Sheet Film. 
Exposure 4 Seconds. 

The Elanents of Cbra!!atography, by T. I. Williams, M.A., B.Sc., D. Phil., 
F .R.I.C.; Philosophical L:i'ln-ery, New York; 1955; 90 pages including 
numerous illustrationa; $3. 75. 

Reviewed by Jlimes c. Bartlett, Jr. 

This is the kind of book which must make Ph. D 1 s of archaic vintage 
somewhat uneasy, for they must wonder how well they would do in a modern 
entrance examination which included subjects not even mentioned in their 
dey. For instance as late as 1940 Baber and Lehrman, in their General 
College Chemistry, do not mention chromato~apby. Hence one of the real 
-rurprises of Dr. WilliamS .' little volume is his demonstration that the 
principles of the art were known as far back as 1850 and practiced to 
some extent ever since. A fascinating note on a method used by Pliny 
to detect iron on papyrus suggests that even the ancients mey not have been 
entirely ignorant of the method. 

The Elements of Chromatography opens with an ~storical Introduction 
in which Williams traces the origin of tOO art to empirical practice in 
the dyeing industry. From this humble beginning one is led to Rae how 
the subject cane to be taken up by various workers in unrelated fields, 
including botany, who were quick to see its application to their special
ties. One is also surprised to learn that a respectable literature de
veloped early, only to be for the most part forgotten. The r eason uhy 
chromatography has r ecently come to the fore again, is explained by the 
author as due to the fact that only recently have there been any laree 
number of checi.cal problems for ~thich this method is superior to the methods 
of conventional ~~alysis . 

The nature of cllrmnatocraphy and its modern methodology are siMply and 
lucicUy explained in t hree separate ~haptcrs, each dealing uith one of th"? 
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three princi pnl forms: adsorption, partition, a:.1d io;I-oxcharl£:e. ',n<J er-
standing is greatly asDicted by a number of very fine colored plo.te.s, ::,hoto
g-raphs :en black &'1d \Jhite, end line cuts. Ni;::cellaneous forms of the art 
are considered in another chapter, Hhile t~!O more are devoted to specif:U 
techniques dealing \ri th the treatment of colorless substances and develop
ment.. The condu0ing chapter depicts chromatoGraphy in modern industry 
-..rith some hints as to future developments. 

This is a very satisfyine book for those who desire an elementary 
introduction to the subject. The style is clear and the writing is both 
scientific~y sound and unpretentious. One is grateful for the absence 
of verbosity and the lack of obscurity, both of which mar so much of 
scientific literature in our day. This is a book to be read crith pleasure 
as well as profit. In passing it should also be remarked that the publish-
ers have done a better than average job for the author. The typography 
is sharp and easy on the eye, and the printing is done on coated paper of 
gc,od quality. illustrations - particularly the coloC"ed plates - are 
excellent. 

One must also mention another excellence. At the end of each chapter 
there is given a relevant bibliography, •rhile a general bibliography follows 
the last chapter. Thus the serious student roB¥ use Dr. Williams' little 
volume as a springboard to a more comprehensive knowledge of the subject. 

The teclmical competence of this work can be properly evaluated only 
by chemists who specialize in chromatography, but one suspects that their 
verdict would be highly favorable. 

Time Counts, by Harold Watkins; Philosophical Library, New York; 1954; 
274 pages. $4.75. 

Reviewed by Walter H. Haas 

This book is frankly propaganda that the Gregorian Calendar no~1 in use 
in most of the civilized world should be replaced by the Horld Calendar, 
sponsored by the World Calendar Association International and ~rith U.S. 
headquarters at 630 Fifth Ave., New York 20, New York. As astronomers 
and as citizens of a republic we should give our intelligent attention 
to this proposal. He may fairly ask, then, just what are the defects 
of the Gregorian Calendar and just how will the World Calendar remove them 
or lessen them. 

The naturaJ. units of time are the day, the month, and the year. Un
happily, they are quite incommensurable with each other; there is never 
exactly a whole number of days, or of months either, in any whole number 
of years. Calendar-makers, of course, have used approy~mations, such 
as Julius Caesar 1 s 365'! days in a year. The confusion is increased by 
that rather arbitrary unit of time, the week. However, the error in the 
length of the year in the Gregorian Calendex, introduced by Pope Gregory 
XIII in 1582, is only about one day in 3,000 years, surely small enough 
to be of no immediate concern. There are certain other defects,though: 
the months are of different lengths, the same is true of the quarters of 
the year, a particular day of any given month falls on d:i.fferent days of 
the week in different years, and the number of working days (non-Sundays) 
in a JC,onth varies from 24 to 27. The last-named can be of considerable 
statistical 1md economic importance; the volume of sales in two Julys, 
one with 26 vorking days and the other "d. th 27, may be expected to differ 
on that account by about 4%. (Greater complice.tions can and do occur 
if Saturday is of more business importance than the days from }ionday to 
Friday.) 

The World Calendar divides the year into feu.~ equal quarters, beeiruring 
,;it;h January l as a Sunday. January ha.s 31 days, February 30, and Larch 
30. April, Nay., aJ1d June repeat the jl~·.JO-JC :-~at-t;ern; Md sinc.e tb.EJrG 
'1ere 91 days or 13 weeks in the first three mon'tb.s of U1e yen.r, April l 
Js on a Sunday.. Thus we have a perpetual ca~er:.dar vr.l.tt~ •3qUa.l uuarters 
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and with, for example, every July 4 on l<ednesday and every November 11 on 
Saturday. There are only 364 days in the four quarters; therefo::-e, it is 
proposed to introduce December 31 or W at the end of each year and June 31 
or W between June and July in leap years. These might be World Holidays. 
Every month has 26 working days. 

The World Calendar Association has made heroic efforts to persuade the 
governments of the world to adopt this calendar, These attempts have large
ly met with apathy, certainly in the United States, Perhaps the chief 
objection to the World Calendar is the familiar one that people dislike change. 
Certain religious groups have pointed out that the sequence of seventh-days 
is broken in this proposed calendar. It was broken when the Gregorian Calen
dar replaced the Julian, and it is broken now for everyone uho crosses the 
International Date Line. 

This imperfect summary scarcely does justice to }~. Watkins' entertaining, 
informative, and really deligptful book. The opening chapters describe the 
historical development of the calendar among differe,nt peoples. Hany early 
calendars were lunar cilendarll', and the Moslems use a lunar calendar with a 
354-day year today, The adoption of the Gregorian Calendar in England in 
1752 is discussed. The writer questions the reality of the 11riots 11 said to 
have accompanied the dropping of 11 days in order to make the change. The 
modern history of calendar reform proposals before the League of Nations is 
treated in detail, and recant debates in Parliament are reported. The League 
of Nations Committee actually considered some hundreds of possible calendars, 
most of them doubtless too novel for adoption, One scheme was for a year of 
9 months, each with 40 days; and another abolished months and numbered the 
days from 1 to 365, The League was eventually to conclude that only the 
World Calendar was a practical solution. ~.·Watkins stresses that calendar 
changes, no matter how logical and worthy in themselves, which involve great 
changes in people's habits have little chance of adoption. Thus the French 
Revolution Calendar with equalized months and decimal subdivisions of the day 
lasted only 13 years, and Russian experiments in 1929 and later with a five
day week eventually came to nothing, On this basis a year beginning at an 
equinox or a solstice, however appealing to astronomers, would probably not 
succeed in practice, 

Time Counts will not succeed in its goal of changing the calendar in 
1956, when January 1 is a Sunday in both the Gregorian and the World Calendars. 
It has, however, persuaded this reviewer that the World Calendar. is a desirable 
innovation; and he reconnnends the book to all persons interested in the matter, 

The True Book About The stars, by H, P. Wilkins; Frederick Muller Ltd,, 
London; 1954; 135 pages and many illustrations. 6 shillings. 

Reviewed by Walter H. Haas 

This book is written for children, say those from 12 to 15 years old. 
It is certainly a good introduction to astronomy and would be a splendid 
birthday or Christmas gift for a teen-ager, Indeed, an adult just begin
ning to study astronomy can find much useful information and many interest
ing sidelights in this little book. The author is our colleague, Dr, H. P, 
Wilkins, the Director of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Asso
ciation. His visit to the United States in 1954 will be pleasantly remember
ed by many A.L.P,O, members who heard him lecture then. 

The style of the book is easy and clear, and.ft appears to be remarkably 
free of errors. The order of presentation of material is fairly conventional: 
the earth, the sun, the ~n, the planets, comets and meteors, the stars, and 
clusters and nebulae. Lunaria.ns will be especially interested in a drawing 
of the environs of Copernicus on pg. 34, made by Dr. Wilkins with a large tele
scope (probably the Heudon 33-inch refractor); there are shown a host of amall, 
shallow crater-pits on the outer walls of Copernicus and as far west as Stadius, 
many of them apparently located on radial lines pointing toward the center of 
CopernicllS. There is a rather long chapter on constellation study and one on 
the telescope, the book ending with some simple and brief instructions for 
making a small refractor. We •Jommend the book to Junior Astronomers. 
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The True Book About The Secret Service, by Ronald Seth; Frederick J.!uller 
Ltd., London; 1953; 142 pages and many illustrations. 6 shillings. 

Reviewed by Walter H. Haas. 

Though this book has nothing to do with astronomy, we enjoyed reading it 
and we are sure that many o:L o1..r members would also enjoy it. Like Dr. 
Villdns' book, it is written for teen-agers. The writer was himself a 
British Secret Agent in World Var II. He describes such techniques of 
spying as the use of secret inks and codes, disguises, the training of 
spies, and the composition and working of a spy-ring. It may come as a 
surprise to many to learn that Daniel Defoe, the author of Robinson ~~~ 
was also the founder of the modern British Secret Service, 

OBSERVATIONS AND OOMmNTS 

Posidonius .!!n.Q. ~. J. E. Westfall drew Posidonius on January 10, 
1954 at colongitude 3350,8 with a 4-inch refractor at 180X. A curious 
aspect of his drawing is a black band of shadow running east-west and 
located in the north part of the noor. Although this band agt-ees well 
in position with a known cleft, it is sho-wn to be far wider than any other 
cleft. Mr. Westfall drew Brayley and vicinity on January 15, 1954 at 
36°.4 with a 4-inch refractor at 180X. Br~ey"ley is a small crater in the 
Mare Imbrium on Section V of the Wilkins map. Under the low lighting 
prevailing the drawing shows a number of black lines, probabzy the shadows 
of very low ridges; but it is difficult to eonfirm these on the Wilkins 
map. The detection of such features often depends upon having just the 
right solar lighting. 

~. A remarkable amount of work on this distant planet was 
carried out in February-April, 1955 by OWen c. Ranck with a .4--inch refractor 
and by Leonard B. Abbey, Jr., with a 6-inch renector, Figures 18, 19, 
and 20 are perhaps typical of their best results. On A:pril :3, 1955 both 
observers quite independe~ly drew Uranus, Hr. Abbey at 2"" ;cP, U.T. (Fig
=e 20) and Hr. Ranck at 2 4':JII, U.T. Their agt-eement is very good 
indeed; for each one saw a white area on the southeast limb, a duskiness 
of the rest of the. limb, and nothing more. Refer also to Figurml7 and 
18 on pg. 148 of our November-December, 1954 issue, Mr. Ranck draws on 
lTranus what appear to be belts parallel to the equator, sometimes a white 
spot am sometimes a dusky area upon the earth-turned pole, frequent bright 
areas in the zones between the belts (Figure 19), and sometimes a bright 
crescent along the west limb (Figure 19). Hr. Ranck interprets this last 
feature as part of a white Equatorial Zone. There thus appear to be 
strong analogies between Uranus and Jupiter and Sat=n and some evidence 
that detail on Uranus is rather variable. 

It would be most excellent if this very promising work on lTranus can 
be confirmed with larger telescopes. Perhaps Messrs. Ranck and Abbey have 
shown us that a few years of intensive stucly can accomplish more than have 
decades of rather casual looking. 

Plato. Among the current observers of this famous walled plain are 
L. B. Abbey, Jr. (6-inch ren.),w. F. Barber, Jr. (:3.5-inch and 6-inch rens.), 
P. W. Budine (:3.5-inch ren.),A. K. Herring (8-inch ren.),and R. Oxf'ord 
(4-inch refr.). Our nomenclature for the markings on the noor of Plato 
follows that of Figure 21, a preliminary but very laudable map of Plato 
constructed by Elmer J. Reese some years ago, Hr. Herring saw A and C as 
shadow-holding cratgrlets on February 1, 1955 at colongitude 1:3°,8 and on 
April 1, 1955 at ll .9; he found no visible noor detail on December 15, 
195? at 200.:3 but probabzy only because the transparency was extremely poor. 
Besides He,·ring, Barber and Budine also drew Plato on April 1, 1955. Barber 
saw no detail on the floor; Budine suspected two Vbite spots and two dusky 
ones, but they do not agt-ee with Herring's drav.ing or with maps. Budine 
did, however, record many bright ridges on the east and southeast walls, 
two small craterlets and a mountain on the north wall, t-wo mountains just 
outside the northwest rim, and two shadow-filled valleys ruruling north and 
west from Plato to two mountains. He also remarked a whitening of the south-
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Figure 18. Uranus 
Owen c. Ranck. 
4-inch refr. 
~ch 24, 1955. 
0 2cJ1l, U.T. 
Seeing fair. 
Sky clear. 
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Figure 19. Uranus 
Owen C. Ranck. 
4-inch refr. JOOX. 
~ril ll, 1955. 
1 5m, U.T. 
Seeing good. 
Sky very clear. 
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Figure 20. Uranus 
Leonard B. Abbey, Jr. 
6-inch refl. JOOX. 
~ril 3, 1955. 
~ JcJ1l' U.T • 
Seeing fair. 
Transparency very poor. 

Figure 21. 
Preliminary Chart of 
Plato in 1946-7 by 
Elmer J. Reese. 
Based on 14 draw.i.ngs 
with a 6-inch Refl. 

east corner gf the floor a~Jhamp.T.,; but this whitening was not drawn by 
Herring at 3 45m or by Barber at if 34m. Oxford grev A, C, end D (single) 
as "Whitish spots on April 4, 1955 at colongitude 41" .6. Abbey saw A as a 
shadow~holding craterlet and Bas a mere spot on January 3, 1955 at 19°.2. 
It is a severe test of a 6-inch telescope to see the craterlets as such and 
not just as spots. 

Proposed Systematic Search for Possible Lunar Meteors. In recent years 
Mr. Robert M. Adams has been our most active member in searching for possible 
lunar meteors and possible lunar meteoritic impact-flares. We might remind 
our newer readers that if the moon has no atmosphere, the meteorites striking 
its surface at cosmic velocities will give rise to impact-flashes easily 
observable from the earth. However, an exceedingly thin atmospheric blanket, 
one not discoverable by most methods of investigation, will suffice to destroy 
many of these meteorites or at least to reduce their velocities enough that 
they can cause only dim impact-flashes. There will also thus result lunar 
meteors visible to us as brief and short streaks against the lunar surface and 
inconspicuous in ordinary telescopes. Now it is quite certain that meteoriti c 
impact-flares are not recorded in appreciable numbers, am in addition a number 
of A.L.P.O. members ~reported what certainly appear to be lunar meteors. 
It is thus important to watch the moon for such objects; except for the unusual 
opportunity of a total eclipse of the moon, we shall do best to observe the 
earthlit areas when the moon is a narrow crescent. In June, 1955 Mr. Adams 
wrote in part as follows: 110f about 30 searchings for flashings averaging half an 
hour apiece, there were only two very momentary oc~asions t hat I thought I saw 
flashes •. • ••• These were so brief that I consider it possible they might be 
labeled subj ective phenomena •• • •. • I have a proposal t o make on this subject 
of lunar flashes. I would be willing to under take the leadership[ on a tent a
tive basis] of such a project. Before such a project could be effective, it 
would seem that. there should be a number of people uho would agree to observe 
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at stipulated times. A t:Ime schedule could be worked out in advance so 
that i't would be certa:l.n two or three peojJl.e were observing at the same time. 
It would be natural that only a small fraction or the observers would be 
working at the same time because of other duties, weather conditions, eta. 
F~ly accurate time should be kept but not necessarily precisional time 
because ~he location or the object ~ two observers would clinch the identity 
of ·i;he object. n 

We very heartily commend Mr. Adams' suggestion to A.L.P.O. members. 
Certainly the skeptic will be. very doubtful that lunar meteors exist until one 
has been observed independently ~ two observers. Certainly such a duplicate 
observation is not likely to be made ~ chance; it will instead require very 
caref'ul planning, But if one were made, it would be a very real achievement 
f.or our A.L.P.o. Ml'. Adams invites all seriously interested readers to write 
to him at ·324 South Valley, Neosho, Missouri. 

Valter. Mr. Kelly's drawing or this ltmar walled plain on pg. 125 of our 
September-October, 1954 issue encouraged two other A.L.P.O. members to !'lake 
drawingS· Ml'. Donald Rosenfield sketched Walter on April 1, 1955 at colongi
tude 11 .6 with a lQ-inch reflector; and }!!t·. Bill Hartmann did so on April 2, 
1955 at 23°.6 with a 2.4-inch Unitron refractor. Hartmann shares Kelly's 
impression that the highest pert or the triangular area in the northwest pert 
or the floor is its southeast corner, the one racing the center or Walter; in 
fact, F.artmann and Rosenfield draw a sharp hill rising there. With higher 
solar lighting than the other two observers had, Hartmann remarked several 
bright ~s on the floor or Walter. Rosenfield with a larger aperture than 
the other two observers resolved the triangular area into craters and hills. 

lierodotus. On April 5, 1955 at colongitude 59°.7 R. O:x:f"ord drew this ring
plain with a 4-inch refractor at l!lOX and poor conditions. He saw no sign oi' 
Dr. Bartlett's pseudo-peak; the floor was a uniform gray. R. M. Adams on !>lay 
4, 1955 at 53° .o with a 4.3-inch refractor round almost all or the floor in 
shadow; he speaks or a "faint diffuse light" near the east wan,. which had 
become brighter and larger by 53° .6. The manner in which the light spread 
interested Ml'. Adams very muoh, but it may be a normal developnent. . 

•,An UnUBUal §!sf. Pheriomenon11 • Under this title the leading article in Vol. 
2, No. 25 or~ Mr. R. M. BaUIII1s excellent publication, describes a really 
amazing observation ~Mr. Harold Hill, Dean Brook House, Abbeylakes, Near 
Wigan, Lancashire, England. Whatever one may think or "flying saucers" - and 
it is perhaps difficult by this time to sa:y much new about them--we here have 
a carei'ul observation by an outstanding lunar ·observer or more than twenty years 1 

experience in astronomical work. Mr. Hill will give his own opinion as to what 
was seen upon request. We here summarize from ~ the observation itself. 

On July 8, 1954 near 2!}1 3(!1, U.T., at his observatory in Abbeylakes }lr. Hill 
suddenly noticed at an altitude or about 5~ in the southern sky a bright, 
apparently stationary, star-like object. With 33X and 50X on a 12-inch reflector 
the •star• was resolved into a bright silvery-object or indeterminate shape, 
accompanied to the left by a loose cluster, with perhaps 15 to 20 members, or 
what appeared to be minute stars or vai-ying magnitudes. These were constantly 
moving about, a •hive of activity". After a short break caused~ clouds, Mr • 
Hill saw ~br-ight objects close together. The cluster had vanished, though 
perhaps merely outside the field or view or the telescope. •My attention was 
directed to the two bright objects which showed sensible motion. They were 
separating as I watched and not only appeared to be gyrating and flashing but 
also axhibited a slow pendulum movement about each other in a manner similar to 
dancing partners! The increased movements of the objects made following with 
the 12-inch a difficult affair, and they passed out or the field as an adjust
ment bad to be made to the telescope." They were also lost to Ml's. Hill, who 
had ~en .@imultaneously watching with binoculars. Clouds ended the observation 
at 20 5~, U.T. Mr. Hill's impression was that the objects were at a very 
great height. •The two principal members defied deecription, they flashed as 
they gyrated as though metallic surfaces were reflecting the ra:ys or the Sun (now 
below the horizon). Probably the closest analogy to what was seen _is to. be 
found in the flashing of the facets of' a diamond as it is turned in strong light." 



• SPECIAL OFFER of the H.P. Wil
kins map of the moon. An attractive 
booklet. Reduced size as published in 
The Strolling Astronomer. Handy for 
use at the telescope. 25 regular sections 
and several special sections. Price: 

Booklet and a 1-year subscription, 
new or renewaL _________ ------------------$5.00 

Booklet and a 2-year subscription, 
new or renewaL__ -----------------$7.00 

Booklet alone ______ ------------------------$3.00 

Order from Editor, 1203 N. Alameda, 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 
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